Suppose that G is a compact Lie group with finite centre. For each positive number j we consider the Ad(G)-invariant probability measure fis carried on the conjugacy class of exp(sHp) in G . This one-parameter family of measures is used to define a maximal function Jt'f, for each continuous function f on G. Our theorem states that there is an index p0 in (1,2) , depending on G, such that the maximal operator J? is bounded on LP(G) when p is greater than p0 . When the rank of G is greater than one, this provides an example of a controllable maximal operator coming from averages over a family of submanifolds, each of codimension greater than one.
Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group of rank r with finite centre, with its Haar measure normalized to have total mass 1. In G we pick a maximal torus T, and denote the corresponding Lie algebras by g and t. In t£ we fix a system of positive roots, <P+ say, and the special element P = 2 X>-Let {a,, ... ,ar} denote the set of simple positive roots. Each positive root is an integral combination of the simple rootsr (1) a = '%2cj(a)aj, 7=1 say, where cAa) > 0. We will need a lower bound on the number of positive roots a for which c.(a) > 1 . Define the ((/-dependent) constant y by the rule
In addition, we denote by | • | the norm on t and t* induced by this inner product. Fix a positive number 7? so that exp(s77 ) is regular in T when 0 < s < R. It is known that G is the union of the conjugacy classes of the elements of T and that the conjugacy class of a regular element of T is a closed submanifold whose codimension is equal to the rank r of G. We now concentrate on the conjugacy classes of the elements exv(sH ) in G. For each such s, let ps denote the Ad(G)-invariant probability measure carried on the conjugacy class of exp(sH), defined by the formula / fdps = f f(gexp(sHp)g-x)dt WfeC(G).
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We can use convolution with these measures to form a one parameter family of mean-value operators. That is, for any / in C(G) and x in G, set f*ps(x)= I fi(xgexp(sHp)g~x)dg.
This is analogous to the spherical mean values of a function on Euclidean space, but now arises from the averages of the function over submanifolds of codimension r.
For each continuous function f on G, we consider the maximal function
Jtf-
Jff(x)= sup \f*ps(x)\ VxeG.
se (o,R) This is suggested by the results on spherical mean values on Euclidean spaces described by E. M. Stein in [St2] . In that paper he showed that his maximal operators are bounded on LP(R") when p > n/(n -1) and n > 3. Here we prove the following a priori estimates, which extend, as in Stein's work, to all 7/(C7)-functions.
Theorem. Let G and y be as above. Then, if p > 1 + [2y]~ , \\*f\\p<Cp\\f\\p V/eC(C7).
As in Stein's work, the keys to the proof are ^-function techniques, and decay estimates on the Fourier transform of p . M. Christ [Ch] has recently obtained related results. He considers averages over families of submanifolds of Euclidean space subject to certain rotational curvature conditions. In the same vein there is the recent work of C. D. Sogge and Stein [SS] .
Our paper is organised as follows. We begin by recalling a few facts from the theory of compact Lie groups and we describe the role of y in the proof. Next, we derive some estimates on the Fourier transform of ps (Lemma 1) which we use to control some more singular variants of ps (Lemma 2). Then the proof of the theorem is fairly straightforward. We conclude with an appendix calculating y for an arbitrary compact Lie group G.
Throughout this paper, C denotes a constant (possibly depending on G ), which may vary from line to line.
LIE THEORETIC DETAILS
Let G, the dual object of G, be parametrized by A, the appropriate sublattice of the lattice of dominant integral weights with respect to <P+ . To each dominant integral weight a in A we associate the representation nx, the character Xx and the dimension dk, equal to #¿(1). The measures ps are central on G and their Fourier series on G will consist of sums of Fourier coefficients multiplied by characters, namely, J2xx(exp(sHp))xÁ(x) = YddxPsWxx(x) Vx e G.
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In estimating ps(X) and its derivatives with respect to 5, we will need to know the relationship between |A| and the terms (a + p\a) as a varies over the set of positive roots. First, since {ax, ... ,ar} is a basis of t£ , there is a constant C such that max |(A|a,.)|>C|A| VA et*. The other Lie theoretic result we shall need is the following consequence of the Weyl character formula (see page 106 of [Wa] for the details):
(3) psW= n 1;(:^7|Ql?i'^ VAeA,V5e(0,*).
Fourier transform estimates
Here we estimate the Fourier transform of ps and of some derived distributions. Following [CM] , we define Ra zps and Rb wRa zps. When Re(a) and Re(z) are positive, and u is in C°°(C7), we set
The R" theory can be easily modified to show that this continues analytically in z to an entire function, and hence Ra zps is defined as a distribution on G. Analogously, when Re(a), Re(6), Re(z) and Re(w) are all positive, we define (BbwRazps)(u) tobe
By expanding the function (tx ,t2) >-* u(exp(stxt2Ad(g)H )) in a Taylor series about (1,1), it is easy to check that this expression continues analytically in z and w ; this procedure defines Rb wRa zps when Re(z) < 0 or Re(w) < 0.
Following [CM, Lemma 1.2] , it is easy to verify that if w e [-|, -j], and b > 2, then for all u in C°°(G), 
(Rb,sRa,zPsrw\<ca^w,z,£n+s\x\ï
In (a) and (b), the constants grow at most exponentially in Im(z) and lm(w), provided that Re(z) and Re(w) vary over compact subsets of (-y,0) and (-1,0).
Proof. It suffices to deal with the case A ^ 0, so we may assume that |A| > C > 0.
Proof of (a). Choose ô greater than 0. We first show that if Re(z) = Re(iu) = S , then (5) \iRb,u,Ra,^w\^cz,Jl+s\Mr\ and next, if Re(z) = ô and Re(iu) = ô -1, then (6) \iRb,wRa,zpsrw\<czji+s\x\)x-7.
We also show that if Re(z) = ô -y and Re(w) = S , then We split each of the two integrals into two parts, and use Lemma 1. For the first integral, when stxt2\X\ < 1, we use the estimates (txt2)y~x < (s\X\)x~y and \fistlt2W\ -1 ' while if sr,i2|A| > 1, we use the estimate pslAX)\<C(stxt2\X\) *c{/.Y« -ytb2-y-2\a -t\)'-\i -t22rx dtx dt2 \(s\x\)x-y..
proving (6).
The idea of the proof of (7) is similar. Let K be a positive integer. By integrating by parts K times, we obtain the formula, valid when Re(io) = ô and Re(z) = S-K, (Rb,WRa,zPs 
there being a total of K derivatives. Now, for appropriate coefficients c(a,k,K), 
In these integrals, we use the estimates (tA2)k+y~K <(s\X\f-k-y and \(d/dtx)kpshh(X)\ < C(st2\X\f when íí,/2|A| < 1, while if stxt2\X\ > 1, we use the estimate k dTx)
<C(st2\X\)k(stxt2\X\f-k-y.
As before, it follows that \iRb,wRa,zPsrw\<cZ!W(i+s\x\)K-y.. provided that K < y, proving (7).
The proof of (8) is very similar. We integrate by parts y -1 times in tx, and once in t2, and obtain the formula, valid when Re(z) = ô + 1 -y and Re(K7) = ô -1, T(w + l)T(z + y-l)(RbwRazpsrW = 22~y 1^ l\l-t2)z+y-2(l-t22)w-^[tb2-2F7_x(st,tx,t2,X)]dtxdt2, and the same type of estimate as for (7) The idea of the proof is to subtract a better behaved maximal operator, which is certainly bounded on LP(G), from the maximal operator being considered. The difference is controlled by ^-function techniques, which are developments of Tauberian methods. As this does not quite yield the optimal result, the same trick is actually applied to a more singular operator, acting on L (G) ; as a less singular operator is bounded on all LP(G) (1 < p < oo), interpolation techniques give the sharper result stated.
First we find the better behaved maximal operator described above. <C.
V/6C(G).
Proof. This is best seen by the transference methods of Coifman and Weiss [CW] . For fixed g in G, let Xs be the measure supported by the one-parameter Interpolating between these two results, using Stein's complex interpolation method [Stl] , yields the theorem. Now we prove (9). We fix b, greater than y + 1, and w in [-|, -¿] (so that (4) holds), sufficiently close to -\ that Re(w) + Re(z) + y > 0. We also choose e in R+ such that Re(w) + Re(z) + y > e, and apply Lemma 2. 
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To finish off the proof of (9), observe that this last expression is independent of s ; it now suffices to show that ||g(/)||2 < C||/||2, since || supi€(0_Ä) \hs * f\\\2 < In this section we write y(G) rather than y to emphasize the dependence of y on G. We start by observing that if G is locally isomorphic to a product of simple groups Gx, ... , Gn, then y(G)= min y(GA, X<j<n J because the roots from different simple factors are all orthogonal and do not interact. We hereafter suppose that G is simple.
Recall that we are letting <P+ denote the set of positive roots for (G,T). Now <P+ is irreducible and its cardinality is known. To find the constant y(G), we use the following device, suggested by René Beerends. For each simple root ctj , take the Dynkin diagram for <I>+ and remove the 7th vertex. The set of roots a in 0+ which have cy(a) = 0 are the positive roots of the system determined by the resulting diagram, which in general will be a union of Dynkin diagrams. Since the number of positive roots coming from a given Dynkin diagram can be calculated, we can make a list of the possible values of y(G) in a case by case argument.
The number of positive roots associated to the various simple root systems can be read off from pages 250-275 in [Bo] . The resulting values for y(G) are tabulated here. 
